
Dear brothers and sisters,

I just spent two weeks in Ghanzi, Botswana, living with a Dutch missionary couple who serve as 
translation consultants. I really enjoyed their hospitality and felt useful. Their language team had 
recorded some scripture passages in the past, but some were coming out bad quality. Their previous 
recordist had moved on. We were able to sort out the problem with the Mixpre recording device. Then I
trained Osego to record. Osego has been involved as a driver for the Naro bible translation project. We 
practiced recording by going out and doing Bible passages in Naro and Dxana. Dxana is an oral 
language, it isn't written, so Osego spoke verses in Naro which our Dxana speaker repeated back in her 
language. She memorizes the whole story before we record her. 
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We also drove out a few hours on dirt roads to Ukwi village to follow up on a woman who'd learned to 
be a recordist last year, Mmamoeti. She'd never really understood how to record using the computer 
(only on the recording device, which doesn't let you edit out mistakes), so we expanded her skills. 
Osego did a lot of the teaching himself, he really has a talent for this. 



  

Mmamoeti belongs to the San, an ancient people who have traditionally been hunter-gatherers. They 
have different physical features from what we normally think of as African. Their language is full of 
interesting click sounds. 

   

      Mmamoeti practicing editing           Village wedding, the best man and woman serving as AC

Please thank God for helping us to share our skills in Botswana. He went above and beyond, preparing 
what we would do and giving us joy. We even got to attend a wedding!

After stopping back in Malawi, I'm now just arrived in California. Pray for a fruitful and restful stay 
here, and guidance and provision for the future. I'm considering a greater emphasis on recording next 
year. We're planning for me to visit the GRN office in Australia in February for 1-2 months to learn 
more before returning to Africa. I'll see most of you soon!

In Christ, 

Joel Juedes


